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OBJECTIVE

Training decision making about how to exploit the extra player in a 4 v 3 situation

DESCRIPTION

1. This is a progression of the previous drill. One more player is added for each team and as 
soon as the blue player enters the field a more complex (4 v 3) situation is created. The 
aim of the two teams and the restrictions stay the same. 

2. The dimensions of the field depend on the quality and age of players. 

COACHING POINTS

• Decision making as regards exploiting the extra player

• Accurate and quick passing

• Synchronized movements

Drill 3: 3rd man combination in a 4 v 3 situation
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OBJECTIVE

Training technique and synchronization in a 3rd man’s run 

DESCRIPTION

1. The drill starts at the same time with players A and A’. These players make the long 
ball towards players B and B’. As soon as B and B’ move forward to receive in wide 
positions, players C and C’ move towards the inside to take up positions between the two 
mannequins. 

2. The next pass is played towards players D and D’ who move to receive in positions which 
ensure effective angles towards C and C’. These last players time their runs in order to 
be on the run and almost along in the same line with the deepest mannequin the moment 
players D and D’ get in contact with the ball. 

3. They receive beyond the mannequins and pass to the other side. After this all players 
move one position forward (A and A’ to B and B’, B and B’ to C and C’, C and C’ to D and D’, 
and D and D’ on the other side). 

COACHING POINTS

• Quick and accurate passes

• Synchronization in players’ movements

Drill 8: 3rd man’s run in wide areas (1st pattern)
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